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Time Recoil is a top-down shooter where you Kill to slow time, dominate slow motion gunfights, and gain special moves.
Simply: Slow time, punch through walls guns blazing and see the demise of your enemies in slow motion!

Your super power: Kill to slow time. Subsequent kills give more time in slowdown and enable you to conduct unbelievable slow
motion feats!

Kills in slowdown grant special moves. With special moves you Dash through walls and enemies. The more kills you gain, the
more devastating the move. Combine slowdown and moves into a wall busting chain of destruction!
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The Time Machine at the rebel base will take you to the past via a wormhole. Mission goals range from assassination to rescuing
scientists. Expect the unexpected along the way...

You are the hero of a rebel organization with one goal: Kill Mr Time.

The mad scientist controls a time based weapon of mass destruction. You must stop him in the past or you will lose the future.
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Title: Time Recoil
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, Sports
Developer:
10tons Ltd
Publisher:
10tons Ltd
Release Date: 10 Aug, 2017
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I'll start with the good. There's a pleasant vibe of "building the resistance from almost nothing" similar to XCOM2. The story is
interesting, even if hard to follow because of the time travel, paradoxes, multiple timelines, flashbacks etc. Music is fitting,
graphics are passable (the orange suit evokes some cheesy spy movie connotations). Controls are adequately responsive and
levels restart quickly once failed. The story is more fleshed out compared to similar titles by this company.

The game is short. If it stopped at that I would have no problem with it. Do Normal once, bye. But this game attempts to make up
for its lack of content with difficult achievements, which is the greatest design sin in my eyes. Time attack times are simply
unreasonable. Speedrunning is required - and I abhor all speedrunning. And even completing a level on Hardcore or Murderous -
nevermind the time - can be a huge chore. Enemies react almost instantly, weapon drops are random and rare. Restarting countless
times and counting on luck becomes a strategy after a while. The quality of writing is pretty weak, as if the writer was struggling
with vocabulary.

This game is not entirely bad-bad. But out of the five twin-stick shooters 10tons currently have on Steam, this one is undoubtedly the
weakest. I had fun playing through the story but trying to get the last achievements is a torture, one the developer is not entitled to
inflict because the quality of the product is not high enough. Not recommended.
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About development process of game *2:
Hey everyone, thank you for comments.Firstly my all test clean.Delayed because I did another test from another hospital(Also
this this test clean).Doctor says the problem is that my genetic disease shows some rates very high in general tests.My FMF
attacks also decreased.Also I started to work on the game again.

Best Regards,
Arda Süer Özçelik. Pocket Universe : Create Your Community About development process of game *2:
Hey everyone, thank you for comments.Firstly my all test clean.Delayed because I did another test from another hospital(Also
this this test clean).Doctor says the problem is that my genetic disease shows some rates very high in general tests.My FMF
attacks also decreased.Also I started to work on the game again.

Best Regards,
Arda Süer Özçelik. About Next Update : Early Access Version 0.3:
What will happen with the update?

Bandit Camp

Bandit Town

Bandit Patrols

Combat system updates

Artificial intelligence development.

Character Controller development.

Add barracks.

Soldier Control system.

2 new type soldier.

. Early Access Version 0.2c update,Mac and Linux support released.:
Early Access Version 0.2c update and Mac,Linux support

Hello Everyone,

Explanation of the delay;

First of all I apologize for the delay,I had a very busy year end.We had to carry an office with the contract's completion.And
we've had a few bureaucratic problems.Finally, because of the need for mac and linux support, I have struggled with this
problem.For this reason, version 0.3 is delayed.

What came with this patch?

Mac and Linux support.
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Software optimization(This update largely removed the fps problem.).

Several audio files have been added

A few problematic files have been fixed.

Artificial intelligence update.

. Exact release date(October 13 2017):
Hello,

We have received approval from Steam.First early access version on October 13.
Announcement to buyers:
This game is very early build version.Please consider this when you buy the game.
We will apply 25% discount for 1 week on game sales.

Best,

Arda Süer Özçelik. Pocket Universe's Black Friday discount.:
Pocket Universe: create your community 20% off sale started.
End time : November 28, 2017 at 10:05 am PST
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